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SUBJECT:

MSHA Office of Accountability Review, Coal District 7
Hazard, Kentucky Field Office, and

Introduction
This memorandum summarizes the Office of Accountability's review of the subject
district office, field office, and mine. The purpose of the accountability reviews is to
determine whether Agency enforcement policies, procedures, and guidance are being
followed consistently and whether mission critical enforcement activities are
accomplished effectively. This review included MSHA field activities; level of
enforcement; conditions and practices at the mine; and MSHA supervisory and
managerial oversight. The accountability review also included evaluations to determine
if there were any issues in areas commonly identified during Agency internal reviews of
MSHA's actions following past mine disasters.

You can now file your MSHA forms online at www.MSHA.gov. It's easy, iYs fast, and it saves you money!

Overview
Office of Accountability Specialists Mark Odum and Troy Davis conducted an
accountability review of Coal District 7 and the Hazard, Kentucky Field Office, from
This review focused on inspection activities
during FY 2015 (October 2014 through September 2015), and specifically on
conducted by the
documentation of the regular E01 inspection, Event No.
Hazard, Kentucky Field Office of the
.
The review of District 7's Hazard, KY Field Office was conducted pursuant to the annual
was selected because the
accountability review plan schedule, and the
104
(d) orders in FY 2014.
104
orders
in
FY
2015
and
mine received
(d)
Positive findings are included in this accountability review report; however the team
identified two issues during the review which required a corrective action plan.
Mine Visit
The Review Team accompanied the Field Office Supervisor, Assistant District Manager
as part of a Regular Safety
and an inspector to the
and Health Inspection (E01). A second inspector was also at the site during the mine
visit.

At the time of this review, the mine employed
approximately
miners and worked finro production shifts and one maintenance shift
per day, five days per week. The mine used one active mechanized mining unit(MMU)
tons of raw coal daily. The coal was extracted by
which produced an average of
room and pillar technique with continuous mining machines, loaded onto a continuous
haulage unit, and transported to the surface and preparation plant via conveyor belt
systems where it was processed and made ready for commerce.
The Review Team traveled to the MMU 010-0, active working section, 2-Left Panel,
where the mine operator was in the process of moving the section to main headings.
The inspection included checks of the section for imminent dangers, making
examinations of all working places for methane and oxygen deficiency and included
ventilation, cleanup, rock dusting activities and a check of roof and rib conditions. The
team observed the 8A, 8B, 8C, 8D, and 8E active haulage/belt and alternate
escapeways, signage, escapeway lifelines and markings, an outby refuge alternative
along the travel route, escapeway map, portions of the primary escapeway, and
inspection of arail-mounted personnel carrier. The inspection also included a set of
Minova 120 psi seals (seal set #23).
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Surface areas of the mine observed during this inspection included: mine maps,
examination records, and inspection conferences conducted by the inspector. The
inspector properly issued six enforcement actions to the mine operator for conditions of
noncompliance.
Review Results
The accountability review revealed positive findings in several areas, including the
following:
• The inspectors included bag numbers on the tracking map for rock dust surveys
• Inspectors used a color coding system to help track the inspection on the
tracking map
• Inspection notes were clear, organized and properly documented findings
As a part of the review, enforcement levels of the mine and field office were compared
with the district and national averages. The
had the following statistics:
• A significant and substantial(S&S)issuance rate of 24 percent during the first
three quarters of FY 2015 where the mine received
- 104(a) citations and
104(d) orders; compared to FY 2014 when the
had a S8S rate
of 23 percent where the mine received
- 104(a) citations and
104(d)
orders.
• An elevated enforcement rate of 11.8 percent for FY 2015 compared to 6.5
percent for FY 2fl14
• A Violations per Inspection Hour(VPIH) rate of 0.20 for FY 2015 compared to
0.14 for FY 2014
The field office had the following issuance rates related to the Coal sector for FY 2014:
• An S&S rate of 21 percent compared to the districts rate of 24 percent and the
national average rate of 28 percent
• An elevated enforcement rate of 3.1 percent compared to the district's rate of 3.9
percent and the national average rate of 6.3 percent
A VPIH rate of 0.17 compared to the district's rate of 0.13 and the national rate of
0.12
For the first three quarters of FY 2015, the enforcement levels for the field office were:
• An S&S rate of 22 percent compared to the district's rate of 22 percent and the
national average rate of 25 percent
3

• An elevated enforcement rate of 3.8 percent compared to the district's rate of 3.3
percent and the national average rate of 5.6 percent
A VPIH rate of 0.17 compared to the district's rate of 0.13 and the national rate of
0.12
The comparison showed the S&S rate for the mine was approximately the same as that
of the district and field once. The elevated enforcement rate for the mine was higher
than the average for the field ofFce, the average for the district, and the national
average. The VIPH rate for the mine was slightly higher than the district and field office
rates.
The event reviewed, Event No.
had
issuances with 21%SAS and
issuances with elevated negligence.
104(d) actions were issued during the event.
Based on observations during the mine visit, enforcement levels were appropriate for
the mining conditions and work practices.
This accountability review revealed two issues or material weaknesses' that required
corrective actions and are discussed below. The Review Team identified some nonmaterial issues2 and discussed these with the District personnel. Items discussed
included 103(1) spot inspections as related to other categories of inspection; coding of
hazard complaint inspections; inspection tracking system and tracking map
documentation; gravity determinations for violations of standards that affect emergency
escape/evacuation of miners. These non-material issues did not require a corrective
action plan. (See Attachment E)
The two issues that required corrective actions are as follows:
1. A complete and thorough E01 inspection was not conducted for the E01 event
number
(See Attachments A and D for details)
The following three locations in the mine were not inspected:
• An area of return aircourse befinreen
Mains and
Mains —the
area affected was five crosscuts in length.
• An intake aircourse between
Mains and
Mains —the area
affected was 10 crosscuts in length.
• An area of the
Mains between
Mains and the
Mains —
the area affected was six crosscuts in length.
1 The Accountability Program Handbook, AH13-III-1, defines material weaknesses as those that, if left
unaddressed, would likely result in continuing deficient operations, and are important enough to
warrant a corrective action.
z According to the Accountability Program Handbook, non-material deficiencies are deficiencies
identified during the reviews but are not determined to be material weaknesses. These non-material
deficiencies should be discussed with management during the accountability review closeout conferences
but do not need to be included as deficiencies in the accountability review reports.
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Attachments
D

Office of Accountability Checklist
Citations/Orders issued during this review
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation
Citation

75.202(a)
75.202(a)
75.333(h)
75.333(h)
75.1106-3(a)(2)
75.333(e)(1)(ii)

C

Examples of Citations Issued During Previous E01 Inspections
(No issues were identified during this review)

D

Issues identified with corresponding requirements

E

Discussion Items

F

District Corrective Action Plan

C~

District

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Date

Attachment A -Office of Accountability Checklist
1.

Determine if complete and thorough E01 inspections are being conducted
and/or if policy and procedures were properly followed.

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~X

Comments Below ~X

See Attachment D
2. Determine if documentation for inspections is complete and thorough.
Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine- if citations and orders issued during previous inspections were
3. properly evaluated for gravity, negligence, level of enforcement, number of
persons affected, and supported by documentation.
Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Evaluate inspector/specialist examination of required record books and
4' postings for compliance with applicable standards.
Adequate ~

5.

Comments Below

Evaluate inspector/specialist examination of the operator's maps(on-site)
for accuracy, escapeway locations, etc.

Adequate ~

6.

Corrective Action Needed ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Evaluate, upon arrival on the working section, inspector/specialist
examination of all working faces for imminent dangers.

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

f~

Comments Below

District

7.

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Heaith Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Date

Evaluate the inspector/specialist observation of the work cycle and
conditions on the working section during the review.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below X❑

Section was being moved -observed work practices of installation and removal of
equipment.

8.

Evaluate the inspector/specialist air quantity, quality, and gas checks
during the review.

Adequate ~X

9.

Comments Below

Evaluate inspector/specialist examination of equipment electrical cables
during the review.

Adequate X~

10.

Corrective Action Needed ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Evaluate inspector/specialist examination for permissibility during the
review.

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ~X

N/A —not observed during this review
Determine if previous E01 inspections include examinations of the
11, condition and maintenance of conveyor belts, belt entries, belt drives, fire
detection and suppression systems, and separation of belt entries from
other air courses.
Adequate ~
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

12

Evaluate, during the review, the inspection of at least one set of seals,
including methods for obtaining samples from sealed area.

Adequate ❑X

Corrective Action Needed ~

0

Comments Below

District

13.

Coal District 7

Date

Determine if adequate close-out conferences are being conducted at the
end of each inspection.

Adequate ~X

14.

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if Possible Knowing/Willful(PKW)Forms are documented and
processed according to agency policy and procedures.

Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ~X

N/A —not reviewed during this review
Evaluate 103(1) spot inspection (E02) reports for the office/district being
reviewed for compliance with agency policies and procedures, including
15.
compliance with time frames and separating E02 inspections from other
events.
Adequate ❑X
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

16.

Determine if Hazard Complaint inspections/investigations are being
conducted according to policy and procedures.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if supervisors are monitoring inspector time and activity to
17. ensure proper use of time, including off-shift and weekend work, by all
inspectors.
Adequate ❑X
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

Determine if required Accompanied Activities (AAs); Field Activity Reviews
18. (FARs)and supervisory follow-ups are being conducted and documented
according to agency policy and procedures?
Adequate ~X
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

D

District

19

Coal District 7

Date

Determine if a 104(d) tracking system is in place and being kept current at
the office being reviewed.

Adequate X❑
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United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if the Uniform Mine File(UMF) books are being maintained and
reviewed according to current agency policy and procedures.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ~X

The field office is in the process of converting to electronic Uniform Mine Files.
21

Determine if supervisors are thoroughly reviewing Uniform Mine Files at
least annually?

Adequate ~X

22.

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if all sections where retreat mining is occurring (not to include
longwall mining) are being inspected at least monthly?

Adequate ~X

24.

Comments Below

Determine if supervisors are visiting each active underground mine at least
annually.

Adequate ~X

23

Corrective Action Needed ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if documentation of staff meetings/safety meetings are effective
and relevant to current issues and the Agency's mission.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~

10

Comments Below

District

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Date

Determine, after an in-mine visit, if approved plans (ventilation, roof control,
25. training, Emergency Response Plan (ERP), etc.) are compatible with
mining conditions and equipment.
Adequate ❑X
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

26

Determine if approved plans are being revised or updated to reflect
changes in conditions and/or equipment.

Adequate ❑X

27

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if plan reviews are in compliance with current agency policy and
procedures (performed within required timeframes, tracked from the date
of submission, properly documented, and contain input from all affected
departments and field offices).

Adequate ❑X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if Assistant District Managers are conducting the required
28. second level reviews and holding supervisors accountable for oversight of
Field Activity Reviews and Accompanied Activities.

29

Determine if district management personnel are reviewing work products
and reports for accuracy and completeness.

Adequate ~X

Corrective Action Needed ~
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Comments Below

District

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Once

Date

Determine if District Managers, Assistant District Managers, and
30. supervisors are conducting required mine visits and properly completing
the required spreadsheet.
Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if District Manager is using discretion in granting conferences
and monitoring the Alternative Case Resolution (ACR) program to ensure
31. that all decisions (including upholding, modifying or vacating citations) are
properly documented and justified by the Conference and Litigation
Representatives (CLRs).
Adequate ~
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below ❑X
N/A —not reviewed during this review
Determine if the District Manager is holding the Supervisory Special
32. Investigator(SSI) accountable for properly evaluating and initiating or
denying potential cases.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below ❑X

N/A —not reviewed during this review

33.

Determine if managers and supervisors are using required standardized
reports to review critical data relevant to inspections and investigations.

Adequate X~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if Districts are conducting reviews in compliance with agency
34. policy and procedures including follow-up to determine the effectiveness of
corrective actions.
Adequate ❑X

Corrective Action Needed ~
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Comments Below

District

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Date

Determine if information (mine status, methane liberation, number of
35. employees, etc.) is being entered into the MSHA Standardized Information
System (MSIS) accurately and in a timely manner?
Adequate ❑X

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

Determine if District Managers are using the Report Center to identify
36. overdue responses from operators and take appropriate actions.

Determine if a complete permissibility inspection of each longwall system is
37. being conducted by electrical specialists or inspectors who hold a current
MSHA electrical qualification card on at least an annual basis.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

Comments Below

N/A — No longwalls in District 7
Determine if a proper examination of the Atmospheric Monitoring System
(AMS)and/or AMS systems that operate Carbon Monoxide(CO)sensors
38. for the purposes of 75.1101 is being conducted. A complete inspection
includes those items in the Coal General Inspection Procedures Handbook
(GIPH) AMS checklist.
Adequate ❑X
Corrective Action Needed ~ Comments Below

Determine if SSIs are maintaining a memorandum detailing the reasons for
39 not conducting a special investigation when the district manager decides to
take no further action, in accordance with the Special Investigations
Procedures Handbook.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~

N/A —not reviewed during this review
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Comments Below ❑X

District

Coal District 7

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Date

Determine if proper procedures for conducting, documenting, and
40. reviewing MSHA respirable dust surveys are being followed.
Proper documentation to include blue cards, 2000-86's, etc.
Adequate ~

Corrective Action Needed ~X

Comments Below X~

~ See Attachment D

~

Determine if District Managers and Assistant District Managers are
providing acting field office supervisors with the .level of oversight
necessary to manage their work groups on a temporary basis including an
41. online distance learning training course with a knowledge check for
temporarily promoted supervisors. The guidance .will be included in each
District's Standard Operating Procedure(SOP)for training newly promoted
field office supervisors.
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District

United States Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Office of Accountability
Hazard KY
Field Office
Mine ID
Field Office

Coal District 7

Date

Attachment B -Citations/Orders Issued During This Review
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Attachment C —Examples of Citations Issued During Previous Inspections
No issues during this review.
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Attachment D —Issues identified with corresponding requirements
1. A complete and thorough E01 inspection was not conducted for the E01 event
number
The following three locations in the mine were not inspected:
• An area of return aircourse befinreen
Mains and
Mains —area
affected was five crosscuts in length
• An intake aircourse between
Mains and
Mains —area affected
was 10 crosscuts in length
• An area of the
Mains befinreen
Mains and the
Mains —
area affected was six crosscuts in length
Requirement: Coal Mine Safety and Health General Inspection Procedures Handbook,
PH13-V-1, page 3-42 states, in part, "At least one entry in each intake and return
aircourse shall be inspected in its entirety for compliance with applicable standards and
approved plans."
2. Proper procedures for conducting, documenting, and reviewing MSHA
respirable dust surveys, including completion of form 2000-86, was not being
followed.
The MSHA forms 2000-86 for respirable dust surveys conducted during the E01
were not properly completed. The form 2000-86 for MMU 001-0 did not include the
water spray pressures measured during the second half of the shift and the form
2000-86 for MMU 010-0 did not include "Ventilation" information for Section 17A.
Requirement: Coal Mine Health Inspection Procedures Handbook, PH89-V-1, page 127, states, in part, "It is important that the inspector's notes and MSHA Form 2000-86
accurately reflect the dust controls being used and the actual quantities measured."
Page 1-35 states, in part, "Each MSHA Form 2000-86 will be reviewed and signed by
the inspector's supervisor indicating that the data is complete and accurate."
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Attachment E —Discussion Items
Items discussed with the district determined to be non-material weaknesses not
requiring corrective action plans:
• 103i spot inspections as they relate to other categories of inspection —See GIPH
pages 4-4 through 4-7 for reference
• Coding of hazard complaint inspections —See Hazardous Conditions Complaint
Handbook, PH15-I-08, page 6 for reference
• Inspection tracking system and tracking map documentation -- See GIPH page 32 for reference
• Gravity determination for violations of standards that affect emergency
escape%vacuation of miners —See Citation and Order Writing Handbook For
Coal Mines and Metal and Nonmetal Mines, PH13-I-1, page 11
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Attachment F —District Corrective Action Plan
U.S. Department of Labor

~~~~ s~fe~y Ana Heaitn Adm~r,f~trat~o~

i

3837 S. US Hwy. 25E
Barbourville, Kentucky 40906-7602

PJovember 24, 2015
MEMQRANDUM FOR

TED SMiTFi
Supervisor office of Accountability

FROM_

1M
G EV
istrict Manager
District 7

SUBJECT:

Proposed Corrective Actions

~

This is a response to the review conducted by the Office of Accountability from
, at the Hazard field office, District 7, and the
. The results flf your review identified ~wro (2) deficiencies which
are required to be addressed by this district.

DEFICIENCY
1. A complete and thorough E01 inspection was nat conducted far the
E01 event number
• ROOT CAUSE:
The district along with the review team analyzed the findings identified during this
review to determine the root causes)of the noted deficiencies. ltem 1 deficiency
was collectively a result of: the mine is a large expansive mine and uses mains
and parallel mans with several entries cut through at various iocatians. Some of
these cut-through entries did not contain ventilation controls separating the mains
and parallel mains. Sarrte confusion existed as to the requirement to inspect
these cut-through entries.
• PROPOSED CORRECTN~ ACTIONS_
Each district underground Coal Mine Inspector (CMI) will be trained in the correct
inspection procedures to assure that cut-through en#ries ara inspected and
traveled. The training will be conducted at each field office staff meeting andlar
in a staff meeting of district. technical division personnel. An attendance roster
wiC{ be kept showing the CMl name and AR number proving that the training was
taken. A record of the training will be kept with the corrective actions for this
review.
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Ted Smith
November 24, 20~ 5
Page 2 of 3

• OFFICE f)R POSITION! RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
C4RRECTNE ACTION(S):
The Technical and Inspection Division Assistant Qistrict Managers of Qisfrict
7
wiif be responsible for implementing the corrective actions.
TIMEFRAME FAR GUMPLETION OF EACH CORRECTIVE ACTfON:
In Qecemaer, all underground CMIs will be trained in staff meetings
conducted in
both district divisions. The planned comple#ion is expected to be no later
than
December 31, 2p15
• METHOD FOR DETERMfNING SUCCESS:
Applicat~le Field Q~ce supervisors will carefully review the tracking map
submitted with the EQ1 to assure that areas of cut-through entries are inspecte
d
and traveled. Additionally, the inspection Division Assistant District Manager r~vill
conduct spot checks of E01 tracking maps to assure that this requirem
ent has

been mef.

• A DESCRIPTlQN QF THE DQCUMENTATION THAT WILL
DEMONSTRATE CLOSURE QF THE CORRECTlV~ ACTION:
The Dis#rict Manager will send a m~marandum to Alfred L. Clayborne, Deputy
Director, Office of Assessments, Accountability, Special Enforcement and
(nvestigatians through Ted Smifh, 5uperviso~, f)ffice of Accountability upon
completion and evaluation of the corrective actions.
DE~1CI~N~Y
2. Proper procedures for conducting, documenting, and revi~rnrirtg
MSHA respirable dust surveys, including compiet~an of form 20QQ86, vNas not being followed.
• ROOT CAUSE:
Item 2 deficiency was collectively a result of: The inspector did nat fully complet
e
the form due to inattention to the details of the form and requirement The
did not identify the omission of the
informs#ion on the forrn. Additions(training as a reminder to fuEly ~~mplet
e the
farms will correct this Qversight.
• PR~PpSEQ CORRECTIVE ACTIQNS:
The parameters and requirements listed an MSHA Farm 2000-86, will be
covered w~#h each Qistric# 7 CMI at staff' meetings of the field office and/or of
the
districi technical division. An attendance raster will be kept showing the CMI
name and RR Rumber proving that the training was taken. A ~eeord cif the training
wilC be kept with the corrective actions for this review.
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30FFICE OR P~SITIQN RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE
CaRREGTiVE AC7lON(Sl:
7't~e Technical and Inspection Division Assistant District Managers of District 7
will be respans~ble for implementing the corrective actions.
• TIMEFRAME FOR COMPLETION OF EACH CC?RRECTIVE ACTIQN:
In December, all CM(s will he trained in staff meetings conducted in bath
District
divisions. The planned cor~tpletion is expected to be no later than December 31,
2015
• METHOD FOR DETERMINING SUCCESS:
Applicable Field Q#fice supervisors will diligently review each MSHA Form 2iJOQ86 which requires their signature to assure that all form requirements have been
completed. Additionally, the Inspection Division Assistant Distrie# Manager
will
review at least 1Q°lo of the compEeted MSHA farm 2000-86 for compliance.
• A DESCRiPTIQN OF THE DOCUMENTATION THAT WILL
E}EMON_ STF2ATE CLOSURE OF THE CORRECTIVE AGTION:
The District Manager will send a memorandum to Alfred ~.. Claybame, Deputy
[7irectar, Office of Assessments, Accountability, Special Enforcement and
Irnestigations through led Smith, SUp~NiSO~, 4~ee of AccountabiEity upon
completion and eva[uati~n of the corrective actions.
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